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up as a "bulk billed" doctors visit or a tim and money wasting appointment at the local state 

hospital. 

We are a hub for the community, to be r ferred to the most appropriate medical professional, and 

as such, ease of access is imperative, a cl rporate profit driven model would find this difficult to 

duplicate in the long run. 

These sort of services are not very profitable, but they are however, part of the professional duty of 

a pharmacist. These interactions build t j e relationship with our clients and are something we enjoy 

providing. The cost and profit of these in eractions is hard to quantify. 

My decades of experience has reinforceJ that the value of pharmacist-owned pharmacies lies in the 

personal relationships established with, and within, it's community, allowing tailored advice, rapport 

with prescribing doctors and a more holil tic treatment contribution. I am concerned that this will be 

unsustainable with corporately owned pj armacies, where the level of personal connection to 

consumers and the community will be c mpromised. This is especially true in regional areas, such as 

my home town of Charters Towers, wher my pharmacy has strong community links and consumers 

are reliant on personal relationships. / 

Another concern is smaller businesses fi l d it difficult to compete with corporately-backed entities, 

this will threaten our viability and the ei ployment of my staff. 

In summary I believe Pharmacy delivers heat value to the people and government of Queensland. 

There is no doubt change to the ownerst ip legislation would negatively affect the quality and 

quantity of the services pharmacy delivl s every day. 

Please contact me at your convenience should you wish to discuss this further. 

Yours Sincerely 

David L riffiths, B. Pharm, 
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